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Abstrat
We show that the projetion postulate plays a ruial role in the dis-
ussion on the so alled "quantum nonloality", in partiular in the EPR-
argument. We stress that the original von Neumann projetion postulate
was ruially modied by extending it to observables with degenerate spe-
tra (the Lüders postulate) and we show that this modiation is highly
questionable from a physial point of view, and is the real soure of "quan-
tum nonloality". The use of the original von Neumann postulate elimi-
nates this problem: instead of an [ation at a distane℄-nonloality we ob-
tain a lassial measurement nonloality, whih is related to the synhro-
nization of two measurements (on the two parts of a omposite system).
It seems that Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen did mistake in their 1935-paper:
if one uses orretly von Neumann projetion postulate, no elements of
reality an be assigned to entangled systems. Our analysis of the EPR
and projetion postulate makes learer Bohr's onsiderations in his reply
to Einstein.
1 Introdution
We shall show that the main soure of debate in the EPR argument [1℄,
as well as in the disussion on the EPR-Bohm and Bell's inequality [2, 3℄,
is the misuse of von Neumann's projetion postulate [4℄.
The projetion postulate (PP) plays indeed a ruial role in the EPR
argument [1℄. We onsider a omposite system s = (s1, s2). Assigning an
element of reality to s2 on the basis of a measurement performed on s1 is
fundamentally based on the PP. Although von Neumann had presented
strong physial arguments stressing that the PP should be applied only to
observables with nondegenerate spetra [4℄, it was nevertheless applied by
Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen [1℄ in the ase of observables with degener-
ate spetra. This misappliation of von Neumann's projetion postulate
[4℄ was later on formalized as a ustom by Lüders [5℄.
Hene, we show that the EPR-argument is in fat based on an improper
extension of von Neumann's postulate, and that as suh it should not be
onsidered as a valid attak against the Copenhagen interpretation (whih
is itself based solely on von Neumann's axiomati [4℄). It means that
1
Quantum Mehanis an (but, in priniple, need not) be interpreted as a
omplete and loal theory.
Our analysis shows that measurements on entangled systems, as pre-
dited by QM formalism, are nonloal. However, suh a measurement
nonloality is essentially a lassial synhronization nonloality and has
nothing to do with ation-at-a-distane. Thus, instead of the state-
nonloality, everything is redued to nonloality of the (lassial) design
of the EPR-experiment.
The presene of a measurement nonloality in the EPR-Bohm experi-
ment implies the violation of the onditions of Bell's theorem and, hene,
provides a possibility to violate Bell's inequality, f. works of Hess and
Philipp on the role of the time parameter in the EPR-Bell framework,
[6℄[7℄.
We remind that the projetion postulate is nowadays formulated in
the following form:
PP: Let a be a physial observable desribed by a self-adjoint operator
ba having purely disrete spetrum. Any measurement of the observable a
on the pure quantum state ψ indues a transition from the state ψ into
one of the eigenvetors eka of the operator ba.
It is in this form that the projetion postulate was used by EPR in [1℄
as well as in numerous disussions on "quantum nonloality."
Reently I submitted as arXiv-preprint another paper on the role of the
projetion postulate in the EPR-argument, see [8℄. This paper ontains
a detailed (step by step) analysis of the EPR-onsiderations. I should do
this, beause I reeived a lot of ritial omments on the present paper
in whih it was laimed that the projetion postulate did not play an
important role in the EPR-paper. Another reent preprint [9℄ is devoted to
the role of von Neumann's projetion postulate in quantum teleportation
and main quantum algorithms. The main onlusion of the latter paper
is that quantum teleportation would not provide the expeted result (if
one keeps to the orthodox Copenhagen). Roughtly speaking quantum
teleportation is an artifat of the misuse of von Neumann's postulate.
On the other hand, quantum information shemes inorporated in known
quantum algorithms are onsistent with von Neumann's postulate.
2 Quantum desription of measurements
on omposite systems
LetH1 andH2 be two omplex nite dimensional Hilbert spaes, dimHi ≥
2. Let ba1 : H1 → H1 and ba2 : H2 → H2 be two self-adjoint operators. The
Hilbert spae Hi represents (quantum) states of the system si, i = 1, 2.
The operator bai represents an observable ai orresponding to measure-
ments on si, i = 1, 2. The omposite system s = (s1, s2) is desribed by
the tensor produt spae H = H1 ⊗H2.
The operators
bA1 = ba1⊗ I and bA2 = I⊗ba2 represent partial measure-
ments A1 and A2 on s : a1 on s1 and a2 on s2, respetively.
To simplify onsiderations, we assume that both operators ba1 and ba2
have purely disrete nondegenerate
1
spetra. We onsider eigenvetors eα1
1
The latter ondition is redundant. We would like just to emphasize that degeneration of
spetra in Hi does not play any role. Even operators with nondegenerate spetra in Hi indue
operators with degenerate spetra in H.
2
and e
β
2
of these operators: ba1eα1 = λα1 eα1 , α = 1, . . . , N1 = dimH1 andba2eβ2 = λβ2 eβ2 , β = 1, . . . , N2 = dimH2.
By taking two arbitrary (independent) eigenvetors for eah operator
we onstrut an "entangled state":
ψ = c1e
i
1 ⊗ e
j
2
+ c2e
j
1
⊗ ei2, |c1|
2 + |c2|
2 = 1. (1)
Suppose a measurement of A1 was performed on the omposite system
s = (s1, s2), i.e., a1 was performed on s1. Suppose that the result
A1 = λ
i
1
was obtained. This measurement is represented by the operator
bA1 =
ba1 ⊗ I.
By the projetion postulate PP the state ψ is projeted onto
ψ
ij
1
= ei1 ⊗ e
j
2
.
Thus instantaneously (and in priniple without any interation of the A1-
measurement devie with the system s2) the state of s2 is hanged. It
beame sharply determined:
bA2ψij1 = λj2ψij1 , and hene A2 = λj2.
This is nothing else than the so alled "quantum nonloality". To get
it one need not appeal to Bell's inequality [2℄, [3℄ (and hidden variables
at all).
2
If one takes this into aount Bell's onsiderations would play a
subsidiary role. The main problem is to explain "quantum nonloality"
as it follows from the quantum formalism.
3 Abuse of von Neumann's projetion pos-
tulate
By reading von Neumann's book [4℄ I found that the modern formula-
tion PP of the projetion postulate, see introdution, is not the original
von Neumann's formulation at all. One extremely important ondition is
omited. It is the ondition of non degeneration of spetrum of the quan-
tum observable. The formulation PP is, in fat, Lüders' postulate [5℄ and
not at all von Neumann's one [4℄.
Opposite to Lüders, von Neumann sharply separated the ases of non-
degenerate and degenerate spetra. The PP ould be applied only in the
rst ase. In the seond ase the result a = λ does not determine any
denite state. To obtain a denite state, one should perform a renement
d of the a-measurement, suh that a = f(d) and d is represented by an
operator
bd having nondegenerate spetrum.
Let us go bak to the situation desribed in setion 2. Here the op-
erators
bA1 and bA2 (orresponding to measurements on s1 and s2) always
have degenerate spetra:
If e.g. ba1e = λe, e ∈ H1, then bA1ψ = λψ for any ψ = e⊗φ ∈ H,φ ∈ H2.
(We just remind that dimH2 ≥ 2).
By von Neumann the result A1 = λ
j
1
does not indue projetion onto a
denite pure state. The state of the system s = (s1, s2) is not determined
after suh a partial measurement!
Thus if one follows really the Copenhagen interpretation, no trae of
"quantum nonloality" would be found.
2
I remark that preisely in this way the EPR-Bohm experiment was presented by Alain
Aspet in his talk at the Växjö onferene [10℄: by measuring polarization of s1, one projets
the state of the omposite system and makes the state of s2 determined, see also [11℄.
3
4 Von Neumann's postulate and "lassi-
al nonloality"
What would von Neumann reommend to do to get the denite post
measurement state? He would reommend to perform a renement A of
the A1-measurement whih would be represented by an operator, say bA,
having nondegenerate spetrum.
The ruial point is that one ould not onstrut suh a renement
bA
by operating only in H1, i.e., by using operators of the form
bA = bC ⊗ I, bC : H1 → H1.
One should onsider "nonloal measurements" whih are represented by
operators ating in the omplete tensor produt H = H1 ⊗H2.
In partiular, one an not reate a nondegenerate renement of the s1-
spin measurement via modiation of the spin operator in H1 = C
2. The
orresponding nongenerate operator is nontrivial in the whole H = C4.
The simplest renement
bA an be onstruted as bAeα1 ⊗ eβ2 = γαβeα1 ⊗
e
β
2
, where γαβ 6= γα′β′ , if α 6= α
′
or β 6= β′.
Example. (Spin renement) Let ba1 = P3i=1 xiσi and ba2 = P3i=1 yiσi,
where σi are Pauli matries. Here H1 = H2 = C
2, hene, H = C4.
Consider eigenvetors baie±i = ±e±i , i = 1, 2. We onsider the following
enoding: −− = 00 = 0,+− = 10 = 1,−+ = 01 = 2,++ = 11 = 3. We
now set
bAeα1 ⊗eβ2 = αβeα1 ⊗eβ2 . This operator has nondegenerate spetrum
λ = 0, 1, 2, 3. We have bA1 = f1( bA), where f1(αβ) = α. In the same waybA2 = f2( bA), where f2(αβ) = β. By von Neumann only measurement of
the observable A represented by bA indues projetion of the entangled
state ψ onto the pure state eα1 ⊗ e
β
2
(in the ase of the result λ = αβ).
Thus, instead of mysterious quantum nonloality (or state nonloality),
we have measurement nonloality whih is purely lassial nonloality.
Measurement whih is performed on a omposite system s = (s1, s2)
onsisting of two spatially separated parts is, of ourse, nonloal. It is
not surprising that it is represented by a "nonloal operator"
bA, f. [12℄.
Nothing nonloal happens with the state of s. Only (lassial) design of
the experiment is nonloal.
5 Simultaneous measurement of two om-
patible observables
I expet that my previous arguments on lassial measurement nonloality
in experiments with entangled systems would be ritiized in the following
way: "There is nothing about measurement nonloality, sine one an
perform, instead of measurement of a nonloal observable A, simultaneous
measurements of two ompatible observables A1 and A2. The ruial point
is that the operators
bA1 and bA2 ommute."
Suh an argument would be based on another von Neumann postulate,
namely about measurement of ompatible observables [4℄, p. 200-201:
(PC) The probability that in the state ψ the quantities with (om-
muting)
3
operators
bR1, . . . , bRn take on values from respetive intervals
3
"Commuting" was absent in the original postulate. Von Neumann formulated (PC) rst
for arbitrary self-adjoint operators, but then after analyzing it he pointed out that they should
ommute.
4
∆1, . . . ,∆n is
||E1(∆1) . . . En(∆n)ψ||
2
,
where E1(λ), . . . , En(λ) are resolutions of the identity belonging to bR1, . . . , bRn,
respetively.
One may say that in measurements for entangled states one an on-
sider simultaneous measurement of two ompatible observables repre-
sented by the operators
bA1 = ba1⊗ I and A2 = I ⊗ba2, [ bA1, bA2] = 0. Hene
the story is about simultaneous measurement of ompatible observables
and not about measurement of nonloal observable A represented by bA.
Again by reading von Neumann [4℄, p. 201-206, we understand that
the above argument does not take into aount the ruial fat that si-
multaneous measurement of two ompatible observables is not redued to
separate measurement of eah of them. By the onventional quantum for-
malism simultaneous measurement of a and b given by ba and bb, [ba,bb] = 0,
is performed in the following way.
One should onstrut an observable d (having nondegenerate spe-
trum) represented by
bd suh that ba = f1(bd) and bb = f2(bd). Then simulta-
neous measurement of a and b is performed in two steps:
a) measurement of d;
b) a and b are obtained as a = f1(d) and b = f2(d).
Therefore in the ase of measurements on omposite systems, s =
(s1, s2), one ould not (!) proeed without (lassially) nonloal measure-
ment of a renement A given by bA.
What does it mean physially?
It means that one should make synhronized measurement on both
systems. Then the result λ = αβ should be deoded into A1 = α,A2 = β.
After this one an alulate e.g. the orrelation < A1A2 > between A1
and A2. Nonloality appears here via synhronization. An observer to
whom suh a synhronization is not available would not be able to nd
the right mathing between the results of A1 and A2-measurements.
Thus the EPR-Bohm experiment is really nonloal, but it is mea-
surement nonloally whih is ompletely lassial time synhronization
nonloality.
6 The original EPR experiment
It is evident that Alain Aspet simply borrowed "quantum nonloality"
argument [11℄ from EPR. Thus the root of misunderstanding was in the
original paper [1℄.
Let now H1 = H2 = L2(R
3, dx). Let a1 and a2 be observables repre-
sented by operators ba1 and ba2 with purely disrete nongenerate spetra:
baieαi = λαi eαi , i = 1, 2.
Any state ψ ∈ H = H1 ⊗H2 an be represented as
ψ =
X
α,β
cαβe
α
1 ⊗ e
β
2
,
where
P
α,β |cαβ |
2 = 1. Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen laimed that mea-
surement of A1 given by bA1 = ba1 ⊗ I indues projetion of ψ onto
5
one of states eα1 ⊗ u, u ∈ H2. In partiular, for a state of the form
ψ =
P
γ cγe
γ
1
⊗ eγ
2
one of states e
γ
1
⊗ eγ
2
would be realized. Thus by
performing measurement on the s1 with the result λ
γ
1
the "element of
reality a2 = λ
γ
2
" is assigned to s2.
However, the EPR onsiderations did not math von Neumann's pro-
jetion postulate, beause the spetrum of
bA1 is degenerate. Finally, (after
onsideration of operators with disrete spetra), Einstein, Podolsky and
Rosen onsidered operators of position and momentum having ontinu-
ous spetra. Aording to von Neumann [4℄ one should proeed by ap-
proximating operators with ontinuous spetra by operators with disrete
spetra.
Thus by von Neumann to get "an element of reality" one should per-
form measurement of nonloal observable A given by a nonloal rene-
ment of e.g.
bA1 = bq1 ⊗ I and bA2 = I ⊗ bp2.
We point out that von Neumann's viewpoint oinides with Bohr's
viewpoint in his reply to Einstein [14℄. Unfortunately, Bohr did not use
mathematial arguments of von Neumann [4℄ to explain to Einstein why to
produe "an element of reality" for the subsystem s2 one should measure
A on s = (s1, s2) and not just e.g. A1 on s1.
7 Bell's inequality
What are onsequenes of our analysis of the EPR-Bohm and the EPR
experiments for Bell's onsiderations?
7.1 Measurement nonloality as opposed to a-
tion at the distane
The main onsequene is that lassial random variables (if they exist) for
A1 and A2 measurements should have the form A1(λ) = f1(d(λ)),A2(λ) =
f2(d(λ)), where d(λ) is the variable orresponding to synhronized mea-
surement on both systems. Sine d ≡ dA1,A2 , Bell's ondition of loality
is violated. Therefore it is nothing surprising that Bell's inequality an
be violated.
The ruial point is that suh measurement nonloality has nothing
to do with ation at the distane. It is lassial time synhronization
nonloality, f. works of Hess and Philipp on the role of the time parameter
in the EPR-Bell framework, [6℄[7℄. The authors of these papers rightly
stressed the role of analysis of time synhronization in measurements on
pairs of entangled photons.
7.2 Time synhronization and time window
The time synhronization viewpoint in the EPR-Bohm experimentmeans
that experimenters should ouple in time two liks of detetors orre-
sponding to measurements on the rst and seond subsystems, respe-
tively. Of ourse, suh a time oupling is nonloal. Roughly speaking if
Alie and Bob ount the rst and the seond types of liks, respetively,
they should all eah other to ouple their liks in time. This proe-
dure has nothing to do with QM. It is a lassial nonloal design of the
experiment.
Whih onsequenes for studies on Bell's inequality has this viewpoint
to the EPR-Bohm experiment?
6
First of all, the time synhronization viewpoint to the problem of lo-
ality (based on the orret appliation of von Neumann's projetion pos-
tulate) stressed the role of time oupling in the EPR-Bohm experiment.
Consider following settings of polarization beam splitters in the EPR-
Bohm experiment: 1) a for measurements on the rst subsystem; 2). b
for measurements on the seond subsystem. Suppose that one measures
the pair of observables whih are represented by operators
bA = ba ⊗ I
and
bB = I ⊗bb. In the real experiment one ould not expet the detetors
would lik simultaneously. The rst and the seond photons an have dif-
ferent delays indued by passing through polarization beam splitters and
eletro-opti modulators, see [17℄ for details and referenes. Moreover, I
would like to point to another soure of delays. In modern experiments
a pair of entangled photons is produed via interation of a laser pulse
with the rystal. It is important for us that photons are emitted not
simultaneously. Thus delays an appear from the very beginning.
Thus in the real EPR-Bohm experiment (in opposite the ideal one)
time synhronization is more ompliated. It is not the oinidene time
synhronization, but synhronization by using the time window, see [17℄
for details.
Let A-measurements and B-measurement produe liks at the mo-
ments:
t
a
1 , t
a
2 , ..., t
a
N ,
t
b
1, t
b
2, ..., t
b
M
(in general N 6= M).
Suppose that a time window ∆ is xed. Then two liks are oupled
to the same measurement i
|taj − t
b
j | ≤ ∆. (2)
This ondition is denitely nonloal! Hene, in the real EPR-Bohm ex-
periment measurement nonloality via time synhronization is even more
evident than in the ideal experiment.
Can one simulate numerially the EPR-Bohm orrelations by using
time synhronization argument?
The answer is to be positive, see [18℄ [20℄.
In priniple, one may expet that it would be done, sine the time
window ondition (3) indues unfair sampling, see [℄. Sine some pairs of
liks violate (3), they are not taken into aount. If one were to hoose
another setting for the seond polarization beam splitter, say b′, then
another olletions of pairs of liks and hene pairs of photons would be
seleted via the time window ondition:
|taj − t
b′
j | ≤ ∆. (3)
Of ourse, design of a natural algorithm essentially supported this point,
[18℄ [20℄.
7.3 Frequeny approah to the EPR-Bohm ex-
periment
The time synhronization onsequene of our analysis of the role of von
Neumann's postulate for the EPR-Bohm experiment also supports the fre-
queny (von Mises) approah to Bell's inequality, see [21℄-[23℄. It is very
natural to onsider olletives (random sequenes) given by sequenes of
7
pairs of liks whih are seleted via the time window ondition. By oper-
ating with frequeny probability, instead of measure-theoreti probability
(whih was used by Bell [3℄: it was denoted by dρ(λ)), I obtain the EPR-
Bohm orrelations in the loal realisti (in the sense of absene of ation
at the distane) framework, see [21℄-[23℄.
7.4 Probabilisti (in)ompatibility
On the other hand, in the presene of time synhronization it is extremely
unnatural to assume as Bell did that all observables (measured in a few
inompatible experiments) an be represented by random variables on
the same probability spae: a(λ), b(λ), b′(λ), ... (so one an use the unique
probability measure dρ(λ)) whih does not depend on experimental set-
tings). The latter assumption was alled in [24℄ probabilisti ompatibility
assumption - PC. Its role in Bell's argument was studied in detail [24℄.
In partiular, it was pointed out that violation of PC (and hene Bell's
inequality) has been studied in probability theory and statistis during
the last hundred years.
7.5 Contextuality
Finally, we remark about ontextuality. As was pointed by Bell [3℄, ontex-
tuality  in the sense of taking into aount simultaneous measurements
of ompatible observables  bloks derivations of Bell-type inequalities,
see S. Gudder [13℄ for deep analysis of relation between ontextuality and
Bell's theorem. The ruial point is that Bell personally onsidered non-
loality as the state nonloalty and not the measurement one. Therefore
ontextuality was explained in suh a way: it an be generated by nonloal
state redution. In our approah ontextuality an be naturally explained
by lassial (time synhronization) measurement nonloality.
8 Lessons
The main lesson of our onsiderations (whih is espeially important for
students) is that one should start with reading of original soures (suh
as [1℄, [14℄, [4℄, [5℄), even if suh soures are onsidered as diult for
reading. Unfortunately, deepness of investigations is often interpreted as
unlearness of presentation. The book of von Neumann [4℄ still provides
the deepest analysis of quantum foundations (even omparing with the
most advaned modern books).
9 Did EPR make a mistake?
Reently Karl Hess wrote in his Email-omment on this preprint: "Did
EPR make a mistake? I was sure that they proved inompleteness of
quantum mehanis."
The answer is not so simple, sine the whole EPR-story is very om-
pliated. In fat, this story is not about QM by itself, but about its inter-
pretations. EPR wanted to show that QM endowed with the Copenhagen
interpretation is not omplete. It is ruial that they did not laim that
QM endowed with any interpretation is inomplete. The main problem is
that EPR did not formulate preisely the interpretation under attak! It
8
was more or less lear that it was the interpretation of Bohr and Heisen-
berg.
As we have already pointed out, EPR's argument was heavily based
on the projetion postulate. They denitely assigned it to the ritiized
interpretation. The possibility to apply the projetion postulate for oper-
ators having degenerate spetra played the fundamental role in the EPR-
onsiderations.
However, one might be urious: "Would fathers of the Copenhagen in-
terpretation aept suh a (mis?) use of the projetion postulate?" Shortly
the question is "Was EPR's argument against the real Bohr-Heisenberg
interpretation? May be it was simply based on EPR's misinterpretation
of views of Bohr and Heisenberg?"
I remark that in this framework it would be better to speak about
views of onrete persons, sine the "Copenhagen interpretation" is an ex-
tremely diuse olletion of views, see Arady Plotnitsky [15℄ for details.
I have not yet studied well views of Heisenberg. But I read Bohr's reply
[14℄ to Einstein. I have the impression that Bohr wrote to Einstein (unfor-
tunately, in nonmathematial terms) that no "element of reality" an be
"reated" by measurement on a single sub-system. To reate an "element
of reality" one should perform measurement on the seond sub-system.
This is nothing else than von Neumann's renement measurement!
I would say that in 1935 EPR misinterpreted the Copenhagen inter-
pretation (at least the Bohr-von Neumann one). They attaked a sort of
"perverse Copenhagen interpretation" based on abuse of the von Neumann
projetion postulate.
4
They demonstrated that QM endowed with this
EPR-version of the Copenhagen interpretation was inomplete.
5
How-
ever, the EPR-argument did not imply that QM with the real (Bohr-von
Neumann) Copenhagen interpretation was inomplete.
Unfortunately, the situation was not laried at the very beginning.
Bohr's reply was not suiently lear and it was not oupled to von Neu-
mann's book. And later the EPR-story developed in really unexpeted
way. The pseudo-Copenhagen interpretation of EPR beame the ortho-
dox Copenhagen interpretation. In partiular, Bohr's reply and hene
his views were ignored. Nowadays Lüders' postulate is widely used, in-
stead of von Neumann's projetion postulate. Thus the EPR arguments
beame fundamentally important and their stimulated Bell toward his in-
equality argument. He denitely believed that QM is not omplete (as
it was "proved" by EPR). And inompleteness was understood in the
EPR-fashion.
One may ask: "Is it the end of the hidden variable story?" Not at all. It
is just a new beginning. Instead of the EPR-inompleteness and assigning
to a hidden variable λ values of quantum observables, λ → a(λ), we an
analyze possibilities of more ompliated ouplings between prequantum
and quantum worlds, see e.g. [16℄.
Conlusion. The EPR paradox is a onsequene of misinterpretation
of the Copenhagen interpretation based on the vague appliation of von
Neumann's projetion postulate.
4
Von Neumann's book was being on the book-shell in Einstein's oe. Did Einstein read
it?
5
So alled quantum nonloality was onsidered as totally absurd at that time.
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10 Appendix: Projetion postulate
After disussions with a few hundred sientists working in quantum foun-
dations and quantum information (who visited my university during a se-
ries of Växjö onferenes on quantum foundations) it beame ompletely
lear that the majority has even no idea about the dierene between von
Neumann's and Lüders' projetion postulates (PPs). Those who knew
the story about PP expressed their strong opinion that von Neumann's
book is old fashioned and at the very beginning many things were not
suiently lear. Later a lot in quantum foundations was laried. In
partiular, Lüders laried PP whih was formulated by von Neumann in
the very ompliated form. I strongly disagree with suh a ommon opin-
ion. The story is not about simpliation of von Neumann's arguments.
It is about misunderstanding of the basis postulate of QM. As was already
pointed out, the root of Lüders' misunderstanding was in similar misun-
derstanding of PP by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen in their fundamental
artile [1℄. Therefore I nd important to present this appendix ontaining
pratially forgotten omparing of von Neumann's PP and Lüders' PP.
Finally, we reall that this omparison is extremely important not only
for quantum foundations, EPR-paradox, Bell's inequality. The dierene
between two forms of PP should be pointed out even without any relation
to mentioned questions. We reall that the basi denition of quantum
onditional probability whih is widely used in quantum information the-
ory is based on Lüders PP and not on von Neumann's one!
It should be emphasized that omparasion of two PPs is not of only
theoretial value. In priniple, it an be tested experimentally: either the
post-measurement state is pure (as Lüders and quatum majority laimed)
or it is really not well dened. Of ourse, one should understand better
the meaning of non well dened state. However, we prefer to ome bak
to this problem in a oming artile.
10.1 Lüder's Projetion Postulate
It is very important for our further onsiderations to remark that if spe-
trum of an operator ba is degenerate then (aording to von Neumann [4℄)
the observation of the result a = αk does not indue the transition of the
initial pure state ψ into a new pure state. In suh a ase the resulting
state is not determined. It an be determined only through a subsequent
measurement of an observable d rening the original observable a. After
suh a rening measurement we obtain not a pure state, but a statistial
mixture.
However, in the ontemporary formulations of the von Neumann pro-
jetion postulate the ases of nondegenerate and degenerate spetra are
not distinguished! In fat, this was not the original von Neumann in-
vention, but it was a new postulate proposed by G. Lüders in 1951, [5℄
:
Lüders Projetion Postulate. For any operator ba with purely dis-
rete spetrum, a measurement of the orresponding observable a giving
the result a = α, where α ∈ Spec(ba), always produes the projetion of the
initial state ψ onto the state
ψα =
Pαψ
‖Pαψ‖
, (4)
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where as always Pα is the orthogonal projetor onto the subspae orre-
sponding to the eigenvalue α.
The ruial point is that by the Lüders' PP the post-measurement
state is also a pure state independently of degeneration of spetrum.
However, von Neumann emphasized a few times in [4℄ that  if the
eigenvalue α is multiple, then the state φ after the measurement is not
uniquely determined by the knowledge of the result of the measurement,
p. 218.
The post-measurement state φ is not determined. What does it mean?
J. von Neumann pointed out that to determine φ one should determine a
subsequent measurement proedure whih orresponds to the hoie of a
onrete orthonormal basis in the subspae
Hα = P
a
αH.
This ambiguity in the determination of the post-measurement state is an
important diulty in foundations of quantum mehanis.
6
10.2 Von Neumann's and Lüders' postulates for
mixed states
Let ψ be a pure state and let P be a projetor. By Lüders' postulate after
measurement of the observable represented by P that gives the result 1
the initial pure state ψ is transformed again into a pure state, namely,
ψ
′ =
Pψ
‖Pψ‖
.
Thus for orresponding density operators we have:
ρψ′ = ψ
′ ⊗ ψ′ =
Pψ ⊗ Pψ
‖Pψ‖2
.
We remark that (Pψ⊗Pψ)φ = 〈φ,Pψ〉Pψ and that (PρψP )φ = 〈Pφ, ψ〉Pψ.
As P ⋆ = P, we obtain that
ρψ′ =
PρψP
‖Pψ‖2
. (5)
Finally, we see that ‖Pψ‖2 = 〈Pψ, Pψ〉 = 〈P 2ψ,ψ〉 = 〈Pψ,ψ〉 = Tr ρψP.
Thus:
ρψ′ =
PρψP
Tr ρψP
. (6)
In this way Lüders' postulate is represented in the framework of density
operators (still in the ase of pure states). Gerhart Lüders generalized
this formula (without any doubt) to an arbitrary state ρ. If we measure
the observable represented by a projetor P for the ensemble of systems
desribed by ρ and then selet a new ensemble orresponding to the result
1, we get the state:
ρ
′ =
PρP
Tr ρP
. (7)
6
Let us take this problem seriously. It might be interpreted as a sign of inompleteness of
quantum mehanis: the quantum formalism does not determine the post-measurement state
in the ase of observables represented by operators with degenerate spetra. However, von
Neumann did not interpret this problem in suh a way. It may be that suess of Lüders'
modiation of the von Neumann projetion postulate is due to ommon wish to esape this
problem.
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Let now onsider an arbitrary self-adjoint operator with purely disrete
spetrum:
ba = X
m
αmPm, αm ∈ R, PmPl = δmlPl. (8)
G. Lüders pointed out [5℄ that in a measurement of ba the initial state ρ is
transformed into
ρ
′ =
X
m
PmρPm. (9)
It is easy to see that suh a ρ′ is again positive and self-adjoint and its
trae equals to one. This is Lüders' postulate for the transformation of
a state ρ through a measurement of an observable represented by ba. The
ruial Lüders' assumption is that, for a pure state after a measurement
of ba and seletion with respet to the value αm, we always obtain again a
pure state.
Von Neumann had the ompletely dierent viewpoint on suh a trans-
formation [4℄. As was already pointed out, even for a pure state ψ the
result will not again be a pure state (if the operator has degenerated
spetrum).
Let ba have nondegenerate spetrum. Thus all Pm are one dimensional
projetors (onto eigenvetors {em} of ba). Then by the von Neumann pro-
jetion postulate a measurement of a giving the result a = αm really
indues the projetion of the original pure state ψ onto eam. The transfor-
mation of the density operator is given by:
ρψ′ =
X
m
PmρψPm (10)
(so in the nondegenerate ase Lüders' approah oinides with von Neu-
mann's one). Starting with an arbitrary initial state ρ we obtain the
state:
ρ
′ =
X
m
PmρPm. (11)
We remark that, sine all projetors are one dimensional, we have: (PmρPm)φ =
Pm(〈φ, em〉ρem) = 〈ρem, em〉〈φ, em〉em = 〈ρem, em〉Pmφ. Thus we an
rewrite (10) as von Neumann wrote:
ρ
′ =
X
m
〈ρem, em〉Pm. (12)
Let us start with a pure state ψ. If ba has degenerate (disrete) spe-
trum, then aording to von Neumann [4℄ a measurement of a giving the
value a = αm does not indue a projetion of ψ. The result will not be a
pure state (in partiular, not ψm = Pmψ).Moreover, the resulting state is
not determined. Only a subsequent measurement of an observable d suh
that a = f(d) and d is represented by the operator bd with nondegenerate
spetrum will determine the nal state.
Let ba = P be an orthogonal projetor onto a subspae H0 of the state
spae H. Let us hoose in H0 an orthonormal basis {φn}. The basis {φn}
an be ompleted to an orthonormal basis in H : {φn, φ
′
l}. Let us take two
sequenes of real numbers {γn}, {γ
′
n} suh that all numbers are distint.
We dene the orresponding self-adjoint operator
bd having eigenvetors
{φn, φ
′
l} and eigenvalues {γn, γ
′
n} :
bd = X
n
γnPφn +
X
n
γ
′
nPφ′
n
.
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Its domain of denition is given by
D(bd) = {ψ ∈ H : ψ = X
n
γ
2
n|〈ψ, φn〉|
2 +
X
n
(γ′n)
2|〈ψ, φ′n〉|
2
<∞}.
J. von Neumann postulated [4℄ that one an onstrut a physial ob-
servable d desribed by the operator bd. Measurement of d an be onsid-
ered as measurement of the observable a, beause a = f(d), where f is
some funtion suh that f(γk) = 1 and f(γ
′
k) = 0. But the d-measurement
(without post-measurement seletion with respet to eigenvalues) pro-
dues the statistial mixture:
ρ¯ =
X
n
|〈ψ, φn〉|
2
Pφn +
X
n
|〈ψ, φ′n〉|
2
Pφ′
n
.
Sine we an hoose {φn} and {φ
′
n} in many ways, by obtaining the result
a = αk we annot determine the post-measurement state.
If we start with an arbitrary state ρ and an arbitrary self-adjoint op-
erator ba with purely disrete spetrum, then we an determine the post-
measurement state only with the aid of the subsequent measurement of an
observable d, a = f(d), desribed by the operator bd with nondegenerate
spetrum. We denote by {φkm} bases in subspaes Hm = PmH. Then by
von Neumann
ρ
′ =
X
m
X
k
〈ρφkm, φkm〉Pφkm . (13)
It seems that experimental investigations to ompare von Neumann's or
Lüders' laws of transformation of states have never been performed. It
is amazing! It is not so ompliated to hek whether after measurement
of an observable a (represented by a self-adjoint operator with degener-
ate purely disrete spetrum) the post measurement state is a pure state
(Lüders' postulate) or some statistial mixture (von Neumann's view-
point).
10.3 Conditional probability
As in the lassial Kolmogorov and von Mises probabilisti models, in QM
Born's postulate about the probabilisti interpretation of quantum states
should be ompleted by a denition of onditional probability. We present
the ontemporary denition whih is onventional in quantum logi and
quantum information theory
7
:
Denition. Let physial observables a and b be represented by self-
adjoint operators with purely disrete (may be degenerate) spetra:
ba = X
m
αmP
a
m, bb =
X
m
βmP
b
m, (14)
where P am and P
b
m are projetors on subspaes orresponding to eigenvales
αm and βm.
Let ψ be a pure state and let P ak ψ 6= 0. Then the probability to get the
value b = βm under the ondition that the value a = αk was observed in
the preeding measurement of the observable a on the state ψ is given by
Pψ(b = βm|a = αk) ≡
‖P bm P
a
k ψ‖
2
‖P ak ψ‖
2
(15)
7
This denition is based on Lüders postulate. Von Neumann's assumption that observable
should have nondegenerate spetrum was totally ignored.
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Sometimes the symbol Pψ(P
b
m|P
a
k ) is used. Set
ψ
a
k =
P ak ψ
‖P ak ψ‖
.
Then
Pψ(b = βm|a = αk) = ‖P
b
mψ
a
k‖
2 = Pψa
k
(b = βm)
Let ba has nondegenerate spetrum. We an write:
Pψ(b = βm|a = αk) = ‖P
b
me
a
k‖
2
(here baeak = αkeak). Thus the onditional probability in this ase does not
depend on the original state ψ. We an say that the memory about the
original state was destroyed.
If also the operator
bb has nondegenerate spetrum then we have:
Pψ(b = βm|a = αk) = |〈e
b
m, e
a
k〉|
2
and
Pψ(a = αk|b = βm) = |〈e
a
k, e
b
m〉|
2
.
By using symmetry of the salar produt we obtain:
Let both operators ba and bb have purely disrete nondegenerate spetra
and let P ak ψ 6= 0 and P
b
mψ 6= 0. Then onditional probability is symmetri
and it does not depend on the original state ψ :
Pψ(b = βm|a = αk) = Pψ(a = αk|b = βm) = |〈e
b
m, e
a
k〉|
2
.
We now invent the notion of onditional probability for a quantum
statistial state given by a density operator ρ. Let two observables be
represented by operators (14). Then the probability to get the value
b = βm under the ondition that the value a = αk has been observed in
the preeding measurement of the observable a on the state ρ is given by
Pρ(b = βm|a = αk) = Tr ρ
a
k P
b
m, where ρ
a
k =
Pak ρ P
a
k
Tr ρ Pa
k
. (16)
Here (aording to Lüders) the density operator ρak desribes the quantum
state after the result a = αk was obtained. We shall also use the notation
Pρ(P
b
m|P
a
k ) for Pρ(b = βm|a = αk).
We remark that the validity of the onventional (Lüders' type) deni-
tion of onditional probability in QM an be in priniple tested experimen-
tally. Unfortunately, suh experimental tests have never been performed.
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